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Summary 

To gain insight into technology development in the field of transportation, it is necessary to have
an understanding of the available new technologies, but also to appreciate the different
interests, goals, means and perceptions of the different parties involved. This is illustrated by
the current gap in the transportation sector between new technology and its implementation in
practice. A better understanding of the involved parties, or actors, and the social context is the
key to an improved understanding of this gap between technology and practice. 

Actor analyses are methods that offer structured ways to collect and analyse information on the
actors in this respect. There are different methods and approaches for actor analysis, each
providing insight into the relationships between actors and their goals, interests, perceptions
and resources. In this report we provide an overview of the different approaches that are
available for actor analysis as well as criteria that help to select a specific approach for an actor
analysis for the ISA-business case. 

Actor analysis focuses on the interaction processes between the actors that shape societal
processes such as policy and technology development. According to this model, three elements
are central when describing interaction processes between actors: the actors themselves, the
networks and the interaction between them. We consider a method to be a suitable actor
analysis method if it focuses on these three central elements. There are different ways to
execute an actor analysis, therefore the first logical first step in this research is to make a well-
founded selection for a certain approach. There are three main approaches to an actor analysis,
focusing either on the level of the actors, their network or their interactions. In general, the
actor level analysis is more concerned with the substance of policy making, while analysis of
networks and interactions are more concerned with the process of policy making. 

Different methodologies focus on different aspects and therefore it is important to define
beforehand if the analysis should provide insight mainly in perceptions of actors, the strategic
use of resource and instruments or a combination of both. A related aspect is the required depth
and detail of the analysis. 
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A first selection of an appropriate methodology is guided by the objectives of study and research
questions. The actor analysis for the ISA business-case basically addresses the following
questions: 

 Who are the actors on the supply side of ISA? 

 What are their positions regarding different types of ISA? 

 What are the possibilities to influence their positions? 

In order to select an appropriate ISA actor analysis methodology in this study, different criteria
have been identified. The criteria originated from the evaluation structure for policy analysis
activities, as actor analysis is a specific form of policy analysis. Combining the criteria with the
available methodologies has guided the selection of a specific methodology for application in the
ISA business case. The most important criterion is the objective of the actor analysis and the
research question to be answered, and this has led to the use of analysis methodologies
focusing on the actor level. 

The European level of the actor network to be analysed, as well as the limited time and
resources available for data collection and analysis activities, further narrowed the scope of
appropriate methodologies. Multi-attribute assessment was selected to be the most 
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suitable methodology as it fits all criteria and seems to fit best with the input information
that is already available on possible types of ISA, combined with the possibilities to gather
additional input information through structured data collection methods. 

Having defined the alternative ISA concepts to be evaluated in this study, the relevant actors
to be interrogated are identified, in particular actors from the side of suppliers. The
automotive industry was invited to co-operate, but also parties with an indirect interest.
Since the study aims at exploring the feasibility for the implementation of ISA concepts as
viewed by the selected actors, the objective has been attained by interrogating the actors
through a survey, about: 

 The initial market characteristics of the different ISA concepts; 

 The barriers that obstruct market introduction and/or further deployment of the ISA
concepts. 

The results of the survey indicate that there is a clear distinction between the product types
intervening ISA and warning ISA. 

 • The warning types could enter the market relatively fast; they are expected to be
moderately cheap. First adopters could very well be high-end cars and middle-class cars.
Therefore, a market for a comfort product is considered that can benefit from price
elasticity to suppress the costs. 

 • The intervening ISA-types are expected to enter the market later than the warning
types, they are expected to be more expensive, and first adopters would be professional
drivers. Bus/coach and truck/lorry drivers are of particular importance, as the data
revealed. Therefore, quite a different market, initially, in which the users of the system
(drivers) are different from the managers who take the purchase decisions. Special
actions for increasing price elasticity for companies, are in order, as are special measures
for granting permissions to vehicles with ISA. Furthermore, liability issues need to be
solved. 

In conclusion it can be stated that ISA is considered a promising new technology and is
expected to bring considerable improvements in transport safety and efficiency. The
development and application of new ISA technology involves a wide range of actors, which
makes it difficult for policy makers to identify strategies that effectively promote the
implementation of favourable types of ISA. 
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Project Objectives

(1) Identify the positions of so-called ISA supply
actors regarding the implementation of ISA and

(2) translate these positions into
recommendations for future ISA policymaking.



Research Issues
1. Which methodological approaches for actor analyses are

available and how do these approaches differ when applied to new

technologies?

2. Which methodological approach is most appropriate with regard

to the implementation of ISA?

3. Who are the main actors involved in constructing, introducing and

maintaining ISA facilities?

4. What is the position of ISA supply actors regarding the 

implementation of alternative ISA systems?

5. What conclusions can be drawn with regard to the role of public 

authorities in relation to ISA policy development?



Actor Analysis Approaches (1)
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Source: Scharpf, F.W. (1997) Games Real Actors Play. Actor-Centered Institutionalism in Policy Research. Westview Press, Boulder, Colorado



Actor Analysis
Approaches (2)
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Criteria for Selection
  

Input 

Content controlling input 
Process controlling input 

Result EffectUse 

Policy analytic 
Process 
Content 

Input:
• Objective of and research questions to be answered by actor analysis
• Characteristics of the actor network
• Input information

Content:
• Conceptualisation applied by analysis methodology
• Level of analysis
• Time dimension of analysis: dynamic or static

Process:
• Available resources for analysis (time, personnel and tools)
• Skills and background of the analyst(s)

Results:
• Type of output and presentation of results

Use:
• User/public/client



Set up of multi-attribute assessment

(1) Identification of ISA applications

(2) Identification of relevant supply actors
regarding the implementation of ISA and

(3) Identification of attributes:
- market pull factors
- technology push factors



Identification of ISA application
ISA
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Identification of ISA actors

(1) Supply side: automotive industry, OEM, 
interest parties, service providers, road 
authorities

(2) Make use of networks already available 
(ADVISORS, SpeedAlert)

(3) 152 approached, n=37, response-rate: 25%



Identification of attributes (1)
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Identification of attributes (2)
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Opinions
Market introduction

systems

time to
implementation

ISA static ISA static & safe ISA dynamic &
safe

  warning control Warning control warning control

(1)   2002 -2005
(2)   2005- 2010
(3)   after 2010
(4)   never
(5)   no opinion

57%
32%
8%
0%
3%

22%
22%
16%
35%
3%

19%
54%
27%
0%
0%

8%
27%
30%
27%
6%

0%
32%
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3%
3%

0%
11%
57%
27%
3%

median
(interq. range)

1
(1-2)

3
(2-4)

2
(2-3)

3
(2-4)

3
(2-3)

3
(3-4)



Opinions
Expected Consumer Costs

systems

user costs (euro)

ISA static ISA static & safe ISA dynamic & safe

  warning control warning control warning control

(1)  free
(2)  less then 100 Euro
(3)  100 - 250 Euro
(4)  250 - 500 Euro
(5)  over 500 Euro
(6)  no opinion

19%
27%
27%
11%
5%
11%

11%
11%
16%
22%
8%
24%

8%
27%
24%
22%
8%
11%

11%
8%
22%
16%
19%
19%

3%
16%
32%
14%
22%
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5%
3%
24%
24%
22%
16%
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(interq. range)

3
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4
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3
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4
(3-5)

3
(3-5)

4
(3-5)



Opinions
Expected Road types

systems
 

road types:

ISA static ISA static & safe ISA dynamic &
safe

  warning control warning control warning control

interurban motorways
peri-urban motorways
rural roads
urban roads
no opinion

 
60%
57%
46%
57%
3%

 
41%
30%
27%
46%
21%

 
54%
51%
57%
51%
5%

 
38%
35%
32%
54%
24%

 
76%
76%
54%
54%
3%

 
54%
54%
38%
57%
16%



Opinions
Expected User groups

systems
 

ISA static ISA static & safe ISA dynamic &
safe

  warning control warning control warning control

user groups/private:
high-end cars
middle-class cars
low end cars
user groups/professional:
bus/coach
truck/lorry
delivery van
business driver
user groups/specific:
speed offenders
fleet owners

 
70%
62%
27%

 
57%
54%
40%
49%

 
22%
8%

 
43%
41%
14%

 
65%
57%
32%
30%

 
38%
11%
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16%
8%

 
43%
38%
8%
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35%
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27%
14%

 
76%
54%
19%

 
43%
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38%
46%

 
11%
8%
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35%
8%

 
57%
54%
41%
35%

 
24%
11%



Concordance Analysis
respondents

barriers
respondent

r1
respondent

r2
respondent

r3

barrier b1 1 2 3

barrier b2 2 3 1

r1 and r2 are concordant: evaluated b1 and b2 similar order
r1 and r3 are disconcordant: evaluated b1 and b2 different



Opinions
Desirability for transport goals

systems
goals

ISA static ISA static
& safe

ISA dyn.
& safe

ranking of
desirability

general desirability 41(3-4)2 4(3-4) 4(4-5) [4] 3

increased driving convenience 3(2-4) 4(3-4) 4(3-5) [3]

reduction of accidents 4(3-5) 4(4-5) 5(4-5) [1]

increased road capacity 3(2-4) 3(3-4) 4(3-5) [6]

less fuel consumption/environm. load 3(3-4) 3(3-4) 4(3-4) [5]

less penalties for speeding 4(3-5) 4(4-5) 4(4-5) [2]

1group opinion by median: 1=highly undesirable; 2=undesirable; 3=neutral; 4=desirable; 5=highly desirable; 2group consensus by
interquartile range, i.e. the interval containing the middle 50% of responses; 3ranking position of goal by concordance analysis



Opinions
System related barriers for implementation

systems
system-barriers

ISA
static

ISA static
& safe

ISA dyn.
& safe

ranking of
barriers

Reliability: system does not support
when expected

21(1-3) 2 2(1-3) 1(1-2) [1] 3

Accuracy: system does not support
in the right way

2(1-3) 2(1-3) 2(1-3) [2]

Possible counteracting driving
behaviour

2(2-3) 3(2-3) 3(2-3) [3]

Danger of loosing driving skills 4(3-5) 3(3-4) 3(2-4) [5]

lack of driver education 3(2-4) 3(3-4) 3(3-4) [4]

1group opinion by median: 1=very important barrier; 2=important barrier; 3=neutral; 4=unimportant barrier; 5=very
unimportant barrier; 2group consensus by interquartile range, i.e. the interval containing the middle 50% of responses; 3ranking
position of barriers by concordance analysis



Opinions
Market introduction related barriers

systems
market-barriers

ISA
static

ISA static
& safe

ISA dyn.
& safe

ranking of
barriers

purchase cost for the consumer 21(1-3)2 2(1-3) 2(1-3) [3] 3

consumers perception of system
utility

2(2-2) 2(2-3) 2(2-3) [2]

investment willingness of public
authorities for road adaptations

3(1-4) 2(1-4) 2(1-4) [4]

liability allocation to users,
producers, road-owners unclear

2(2-3) 2(1-2) 2(1-2) [1]

limited road network applicability of
system use

3(2-4) 3(2-3) 2(2-3) [5]

1group opinion by median: 1=very important barrier; 2=important barrier; 3=neutral; 4=unimportant barrier; 5=very
unimportant barrier; 2group consensus by interquartile range, i.e. the interval containing the middle 50% of responses; 3ranking
position of barriers by concordance analysis



Opinions
Market penetration related barriers

1group opinion by median: 1=very important barrier; 2=important barrier; 3=neutral; 4=unimportant barrier; 5=very
unimportant barrier; 2group consensus by interquartile range, i.e. the interval containing the middle 50% of responses; 3ranking
position of barriers by concordance analysis

systems
Critical success factors

ISA
static

ISA static
& safe

ISA dyn.
& safe

ranking of
barriers

Consumer price erosion 21(1-3)2 2(1-2) 2(1-3) [1] 3

promotional actions 2(2-3) 2(2-3) 2(2-2) [2]

product image 2(1-3) 2(1-3) 2(1-2) [3]

corporate image 3(2-4) 3(2-4) 3(2-3) [4]



Conclusions (1)

- Intervening later introduced than warning, industry 
more pessimistic.
- Consumer price hardly differ for different systems, ‘ISA-
static’ and ‘ISA static and safe’ free of charge
- Industry makes no distinction in road type, public 
authorities do
- Warning systems for high-end cars, intervening types 
for professional user groups (safety economically 
important, ISA costs to vehicle costs much lower)



Conclusions (2)

- Low rating for road capacity: advanced ISA are needed
- Low rating on fuel consumption (create awareness?)
- Reliability (of data) and accuracy (type of reaction) more 
important than driving behaviour effects and losing skills.
- Options for government intervention: purchase cost 
reduction, consumers perception, willingness from road 
authorities to invest.



Policymaking recommendations per ISA
type
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